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RIGHTS
GUIDE

PG. 111

MEDIA TIE-INS

Click the covers for more info.

MEDIA TIE-INS

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Based on the hit Netflix series, It’s Mighty time! All aboard our new preschool series
featuring trains and kids who deliver carloads of fun! Join Mechanic Milo, Rescue Ray,
Farmer Faye, Freight Nate and friends for action-packed rescues, fun and friendship!
What mega mission will they go on next?

MILOSAURUS by Tallulah May

Join the Tracksville gang in this exciting 8x8 episode retelling, complete with sticker
sheets! When Mechanic Milo is chosen to deliver dinosaur bones to the museum, his
excitement gets him in trouble along the way. Hop aboard the next Mighty Express
adventure as the Tracksville team rushes to save the day and deliver the dino bones on
time! 2 sticker sheets included!
MAY 2022 l 24 Pages l Ages 3–5 l 8 x 8 l $5.99

OCTOPUS EXPRESS by Tallulah May

Liza and Farmer Faye are bringing a playful octopus back to the ocean! But when
its tank starts leaking, they find themselves in trouble. It’s up to the Tracksville gang
to come to the rescue and get the octopus home safely, in this new Mighty Express
adventure. 2 sticker sheets included!
MAY 2022 l 24 Pages l Ages 3–5 l 8 x 8 l $5.99
TRANSLATION RIGHTS: Penguin Workshop
AUDIO, UK, COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Spin Master Ltd.
RIGHTS SOLD: Dutch - Big Balloon
4
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

248 Pages
Ages 14 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Paradigm Talent Agency LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THEY WISH
THEY WERE US:

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

MAY 2022

Dutch – De Fontein
French – Pocket Juenesse
German - Carlsen
Polish – Rodzina
Portuguese (Brazil) – Alta Books
Russian – Eksmo
Spanish – PRH Grupo Editorial
Turkish – Artemis Yayinlari
UK – Scholastic UK

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THEY’LL NEVER
CATCH US:
German - Magellen

CINDER & GLASS
Melissa de la Cruz

For this princess, winning the crown is no
fairytale. Once the darling child of the king’s
adviser, the death of Cendrillon’s father has
turned her into a servant for her stepmother and
cruel stepsisters. But after managing to evade
her stepmother and attend the ball, she catches
the eye of the handsome Prince Louis and his
younger brother Auguste. Soon, as Cendrillon
grows closer to Auguste and dislikes the prince
more and more, she will have to decide if she
can bear losing the boy she loves in order to
leave a life she hates.
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MARCH 2022
336 Pages
Ages 14 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books For Young
Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
3 Arts Film & Television, Inc.

THE COUNSELORS
by Jessica Goodman

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

From bestselling author Jessica Goodman comes
a twisty new thriller about three best friends,
one elite summer camp, and the dark secrets
that lead to a body in the lake. Goldie Easton
has always had a special connection to Alpine
Lake. This year, she’s back as a counselor, and
with a dark secret. When a local boy turns
up dead in the lake, she knows that his death
couldn’t have been an accident. But asking
questions offers no answers, only danger and
betrayals deeper than Goldie ever imagined.
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

KINGS OF B’MORE
by R . Eric Thomas

Two Black, queer best friends face their last day
together with an epic journey through the city
in this magnetic YA debut by celebrated cultural
critic and bestselling Here For It author R . Eric
Thomas. Just before the start of the school year
Harrison is heartbroken to learn that his best
friend, Linus, is moving. So Harrison plans
an over the top send-off, hoping to squeeze
everything they were going to experience
together into their last day. Harrison and Linus
make a pact to do all the things they’ve been
too scared to do. But nothing feels scarier than
saying goodbye to someone you love.
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MAY 2022

384 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Kokila

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Neon Literary LLC

THE NOH FAMILY
by Grace Shim

A sparkling K-drama inspired debut teen novel
by Grace Shim, The Noh Family introduces
irrepressibly charming teen Chloe Kang, who
is reunited with her deceased father’s estranged
family via a DNA test, and is soon whisked
off to Seoul to join them... Chloe is an only
child, her mother is an orphan, and her father
died before she was even born. But the DNA
test she takes as a joke reveals she’s got a whole
extended family half a world away. Her mother
can’t stop Chloe from travelling to Seoul, but as
questions pile up, could joining the Noh family
be worse than having no family at all?

MAY 2022

295 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Kokila

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

MARCH 2022

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

336 Pages
Ages 14 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

384 Pages
Ages 14 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

Razorbill

Dial Books for Young Readers

TBG Literary LLC

Root Literary LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR DARIUS THE
GREAT IS NOT OKAY:

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

MARCH 2022

Dutch - Gottmer Uitgevers Groep
French - AKATA Editions
German - Munchner Verlagsgruppe
GmbH
Italian - Mondadori Libri S.p.A. / Rizzo
Japanese - Shueisha, Inc.
Polish - Wydawnictwo Akapit Press Sp z.
Portuguese (Brazil) - Casa dos livros
Editora Ltda
Russian - Popcorn Books
Spanish - Onyx Literature

RIGHTS SOLD FOR DARIUS THE
GREAT DESERVES BETTER:

German - Munchner Verlagsgruppe
GmbH
Portuguese - Casa dos livros Editora Ltda
Russian - Popcorn Books

LIVE, LAUGH, KIDNAP
by Gabby Noone

From the author of Layoverland comes another
bitingly clever, laugh-out-loud funny novel,
about a group of teen girls going up against an
exploitative megachurch in their small town.
Genesis, Holly and Zoe have two things in
common. Being stuck in a small town, and
the fact that Hope Harvest Ministries is trying
to ruin their lives. Power couple Pastor Jay
and Ree Reaps are transforming their sleepy
small town into a haven for Influencers.
With Genesis’ ranch being threatened, Holly
potentially losing her father’s diner, and Zoe
giving everything she makes to pay her mother’s
debts, the girls realize there is only one solution:
scam the scammers.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

KISS & TELL
by Adib Khorram

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

A smart, sexy YA novel about a boy band star,
his first breakup, his first rebound, and what
it means to be queer in the public eye, from
award-winning author Adib Khorram. Hunter
and his band Kiss & Tell are on their first major
tour, playing arenas all over the country. But
Hunter just had a very painful, very public
breakup with his first boyfriend. Now everyone
expects him to play the perfect queer role
model for teens. But Hunter isn’t really sure
what that means.
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

JUNE 2022

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

300 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

320 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

Razorbill

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

RIGHTS SOLD FOR A TASTE FOR
LOVE:

RIGHTS SOLD FOR JO & LAURIE:

3 Arts Entertainment LLC

Italian - Vintage Editore di Daniela
Mastropa
Russian - AST

Portuguese (Brazil) - Editora Melhoramentos Ltda

LOVE, DECODED
by Jennifer Yen

For fans of Jenny Han and Jane Austen, a
rom-com that’s equal parts hilarious and
heartfelt about the unexpected consequences
of one teen’s quest to help her friends find
love, from the author of A Taste for Love. High
school junior Gigi Wong strives to be the
best. So when her teacher announces she’ll be
nominating students for an app writing contest,
Gigi is determined to win. She uses her coding
skills to create a friend matching app, which
goes viral aroud school. But soon Gigi finds
herself at the center of a scandal.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

MARCH 2022

A SECRET PRINCESS

by Margaret Stohl & Melissa de la Cruz

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

A surprising and romantic YA retelling-mashup
of A Little Princess and The Secret Garden by
bestselling authors Margaret Stohl and Melissa
de la Cruz. When Mary’s father passes away and
she’s orphaned, left with just one possession:
passage to her last living relative, her best friends
Sara and Cedric can’t bear to say goodbye.
Cedric reveals that he’s the son of an earl with a
huge estate that the three of them can run away
to. Soon, Maythem Estate becomes a secret
garden of budding romance.
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

304 Pages
Ages 14 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Erin Murphy Literary Agency Inc

I GUESS I LIVE HERE NOW
by Claire Ahn

For fans of Never Have I Ever and Crazy Rich
Asians, I Guess I Live Here Now takes readers on
a journey to the place where trends are born-Seoul, Korea--where Melody Lee unwillingly
moves with her family and must start a new life,
a new school...and maybe a new romance. Barely
having the chance to say goodbye to her best
friend before her bags are packed, Melody is
angry and homesick. But she soon finds herself
distracted, discovering the alluring aspects of
Korea--fabulous fashion, food, and a cute boy.
Life in Seoul is amazing...until cracks begin
to form.
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AUGUST 2022
320 Pages
Ages 14 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Dystel Goderich & Bourret LLC

JUMPER

by Melanie Crowder

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

JUNE 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

How far would you go to save yourself? Blair
Scott is in her second season as a wildland
firefighter when the Forest Service puts out a
call for an additional class of smokejumpers. She
and her best friend Jason both apply at only
nineteen, though neither expects to get in.
But they are both accepted. Everyone expects
the teenage rookies will wash out in the first
week and Blair begins taking unnecessary risks
to prove herself. It doesn’t take long before
things spin out of control. A story of courage
and self-knowledge, Jumper is a dramatic
wilderness adventure that explores what it takes
to survive—in every sense of the word.
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YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

YOUNG ADULT TRANSLATION

ECHOES AND EMPIRES
by Morgan Rhodes

A snarky seventeen-year-old must team up
with an enigmatic criminal to cure herself of
dangerous forbidden magic in the first book of a
new fantasy duology from Morgan Rhodes, the
New York Times bestselling author of the Falling
Kingdoms series. Josslyn Drake knows only three
things about magic: it’s rare, illegal, and always
deadly. So when she’s caught up in a robbery
gone wrong and gets infected, she reluctantly
teams up with wanted criminal Jericho Nox to
extract the magic. But the closer she grows to
Jericho, the more Joss begins to question the
beliefs she’s always taken for granted.
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JANUARY 2022
Book 1 of 2
400 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Dystel Goderich & Bourret

RIGHTS SOLD:

Russian - Eksmo
Spanish - Fundacion Santa Maria-Edicione

SUNNY G’S SERIES OF
RASH DECISIONS

FEBRUARY 2022

For fans of Sandhya Menon and Adam Silvera,
a prom-night romantic-comedy romp about a
Sikh teen’s search for love and identity.
Sunny G’s brother left him one thing when he
died: His notebook, which Sunny is determined
to fill up with a series of rash decisions.
Decision number one: He stopped wearing his
turban, cut off his hair, and shaved his beard.
Sunny debuts his new look at prom, which he’s
stuck going to alone. Mindii Vang, a girl with
a penchant for making rash decisions of her
own, steals Sunny’s notebook. When Sunny
chases after her, prom turns into an all-night
adventure.

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

by Navdeep Singh Dhillon

304 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Under the Sign of the Unicorn
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YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION TRANSLATION

YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION TRANSLATION

YOU ARE MORE THAN
MAGIC
by Minda Harts

A guide for girls of color looking to find their
voice and claim space as they prepare for high
school, college, and their careers, from the New
York Times bestselling author of The Memo:
What Women of Color Need to Know to Secure
a Seat at the Table. In this book, Minda Harts
acts like the reader’s big sister, giving the reader
advice based on her own experiences and
success. Full of anecdotes, thought exercises,
how-tos, and encouragement, this book tackles
topics from how to build your squad to how to
stand up for yourself when the system doesn’t
have your best interests at heart.
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APRIL 2022
288 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Odom Media Management

CRAMM THIS BOOK
by Olivia Seltzer

The stories and history behind the news today,
from one of Gen Z’s leading voices--because
you can’t change the world if you don’t know
what’s going on! Read this book for the scoop
behind the scoop of the day: for the context
you need to understand everything from the
ongoing conflicts in the Middle East to the
origins of #MeToo to the full deal with all of
the natural disasters we see each year. From the
founder of The Cramm, a news outlet by and
for a new generation, comes a dive into the
history that’s shaped the world as it is today.

FEBRUARY 2022
272 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99
Two Color Illustrations

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Philomel Books

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The Gernert Company
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YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

304 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:
Razorbill

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Madeleine Milburn

FLIRTING WITH FATE
by J. C. Cervantes

Jane the Virginmeets The Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pantsin New York Times bestselling
author J. C. Cervantes’s charming, romantic
YA debut. For generations, blessings have
been passed to the women in Ava Granados’
family upon death, but due to a flash flood that
left Ava in a fender bender with a mysterious
boy, she arrived seconds too late to for Nana’s
blessing. Until Nana pops up with a challenge
from beyond the grave. As Ava and her friends
embark on their mission to retrieve Nana’s
blessing, she starts to wonder if what she might
gain is worth the risk.
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APRIL 2022
384 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:
Razorbill

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Root Literary LLC

GO HUNT ME
by Kelly deVos

YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

JUNE 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

For Dracula lovers and fans of Diana Urban’s
All Your Twisted Secrets, this spine-tingling
thriller follows eight horror buffs as their dream
trip to a remote Romanian castle turns into a
nightmare when they begin to be killed one
by one. Alex Rush and her friends have made
some creepy films together, and now they’re
going to make the best one yet: a documentary
about the inspiration for Dracula, filmed on
location. When members of the group begin
to meet an untimely demise, Alex is desperate
to stop the bloodshed, even if it means facing a
monster she never thought would be let loose.
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YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

REMEMBER ME GONE
by Stacy Stokes

Lucy Miller’s family has the unique ability to
remove people’s painful memories—but Lucy
isn’t prepared for truths she will uncover in this
speculative YA debut thriller, perfect for fans
of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. At the
Memory House, Lucy’s family can literally erase
your heartache. But when Lucy practices on her
dad, she sees something she shouldn’t. Waking
up the next morning with no memory of what
happened, Lucy has no choice but to listen to
Marco—a local boy who seems to know more
than he should. But as the mysteries pile up,
one thing becomes certain: There are some
secrets people will do anything to keep.
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MARCH 2022
368 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Nelson Literary Agency, LLC

RIGHT WHERE I LEFT YOU
by Julian Winters

Kacen Callender meets Becky Albertalli in a
deliciously geeky best friends-to lovers romance
from award-winning author Julian Winters!
Isaac is ready to kick off his last summer before
college with his best friend, Diego. But when
an unexpected run-in with Davi—Isaac’s old
crush—distracts him the day tickets to the
comic convention go on sale, suddenly he’s two
badges short of a perfect summer. When things
with Davi start heating up, Isaac is almost able
to forget about his blunder. But then Diego
finds out what really happened that day with
Davi, and their friendship lands on thin ice.

MARCH 2022
416 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency
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YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

384 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Donald Maass Literary Agency

DIAMOND PARK
by Phillippe Diederich

A fast-paced YA novel about four MexicanAmerican teenagers, a ‘59 Chevy Impala, and a
murder that changes their lives forever.
Flaco isn’t the kind of kid who gets in trouble.
But when he and his friends, Tiny, Magaña,
and Susi ride the bus to Diamond Park to buy
a used car, their transaction gets complicated
fast. Susi ends up with a knife in her hands,
covered in blood, Tiny has to disappear to avoid
immigration officers, and Flaco and Magaña
head to Mexico, hunting for the man they
believe is the real killer, to clear Susi’s name.
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MARCH 2022
288 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Dutton Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Nordlyset Literary Agency

WITH AND WITHOUT YOU
by Austin Siegemund-Broka and Emily
Wibberley

YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

APRIL 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

#Wibbroka is back with another swoony YA—
this time tackling long-distance relationships, in a
novel based on their own romantic history.
Siena and Patrick have been dating for three years,
but with college on the horizon, Siena begins
to wonder whether staying together is best. She
makes a decision to break up, but before she can,
he beats her to the punch: his family is moving
away. Caught off guard, Siena agrees to stay with
Patrick, believing their relationship will naturally
fizzle out. But over a series of visits throughout
the year, Siena begins to see a different side of
Patrick.
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YOUNG ADULT WORLD ENGLISH

304 Pages
Ages 12 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Marsal Lyon Literary Agency LLC

IT SOUNDS LIKE THIS
by Anna Meriano

A sweet and nerdy contemporary YA novel set
in the world of marching band perfect for fans
of Late to the Party and Kate in Waiting.
Yasmín Treviño didn’t have much of a freshman
year thanks to Hurricane Humphrey, but she’s
ready to take sophomore year by storm. That
means mastering the marching side of marching
band so she can earn first chair, and impress
both her future college admission boards and
her crush. But when Yasmín accidentally gets
the entire low brass section suspended she
decides to take things into her own hands, learn
to play the tuba, and lead a gaggle of rowdy
freshman boys to save the band!
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

AUGUST 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

CHILDREN OF THE
FLYING CITY

MARCH 2022

Fast-paced adventures and a crackling voice
frame the tale of orphan Milo Quick’s final
days in the doomed flying city of Highgate.
Perfect for fans of Brandon Sanderson’s layered
storytelling and Adam Gidwitz’s wry narrators.
Taken in the night and delivered to the flying
city of Highgate when he was a small child,
Milo Quick has never known another home.
Now almost thirteen, Milo survives one
daredevil grift at a time, relying only on his
wits, speed, and an unfailingly loyal band of
friends. But war is coming to Highgate and one
captain is out to collect Milo for a bounty.

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

by Jason Sheehan

400 Pages
Ages 10 and Up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

Dutton Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Harvey Klinger Inc
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

SINGING WITH
ELEPHANTS

MAY 2022

A powerful novel in verse from Newbery and
Pura Belpré Award-winning author Margarita
Engle about the friendship between a young
girl and the poet Gabriela Mistral that leads to
healing and hope for both of them.
Cuban-born eleven-year-old Oriol lives in
California, where she struggles to belong. But
most of the time that’s okay, because she enjoys
helping her parents care for the animals at their
veterinary clinic. Then Gabriela Mistral, the
first Latin American winner of a Nobel Prize in
Literature, moves to town, and aspiring writer
Oriol finds herself opening up. Soon, Oriol
learns it will take courage to stay true to herself
and do what she thinks is right.

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

by Margarita Engle
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192 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$16.99

Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Martha Kaplan Agency LLC

AREA 51 INTERNS #1:

ALIEN SUMMER

by James S. Murray and Carsen Smith
From the mind of Murr from the Impractical
Jokers comes a new hilarious, action-packed
series about a world of bizarre aliens and wacky
gadgets, as four kids become interns at the most
interesting place on Earth: Area 51! It’s the first
day of summer vacation, and Viv Harlow just
wants to relax with her friends at the beach.
She is definitely not interested in visiting her
mom’s office, even if Director Harlow works at
the famous Area 51. But when an alarm sounds
beneath the secret base and a whole race of
aliens escape, she’s about to get much more than
she bargained for.

APRIL 2022

Book 1 of 3
224 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$16.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
United Talent Agency LLC
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

MAY 2022

Book 2 of 2
320 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$13.99
B&W illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
3 Arts Film & Television, Inc.

CONFESSIONS OF A DORK LORD #2:

GRAVE DANGER
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

SUPER YOU #1:

POWER OF FLIGHT

by Mike Johnston;
illustrated by Marta Altés

by Hena Khan and Andrea Menotti;
illustrated by Yancey Labat

This hilarious, illustrated middle-grade sequel,
combining the humor of Diary of a Wimpy Kid
with the action of The Last Kids on Earth, follows
a hapless warlock-in-training as he struggles
to live up to his great and terrible destiny.
Remember Wick? Son of the Dark Lord and next
in line to be the leader of the Grim World? Well,
after a major spell gone wrong, he finds himself
kicked out of his own castle and shipped off as an
exchange student. Follow him through the pages
of his journal as he comes up with a genius plan
to defeat his foes, achieve greatness . . . and maybe
even make a new friend in the process.

Are you a hero or a villain? Pick your path in
this action-packed, illustrated origin story where
the reader gets the power of flight and must
decide whether to use their abilities for good or
evil. You thought you were in for an ordinary
summer at science camp until you get your hand
pecked by a weird bird, and gain the power of
flight! Now it’s up to you to decide how to use
the power: Will you fly out at night to save the
day? Will you team up with the villainous Dr.
Zeus, who bred the mutant bird and wants to
take over the world with its powers?

MAY 2022

Book 1 of 2
272 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$18.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Defiore and Company
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

ABBY IN BETWEEN
by Megan E. Bryant

From prolific author Megan E. Bryant comes
the first book in a young middle-grade series
about nine-year-old Abby, a girl trying to grapple
with all the chaos that can come from growing
up. Everything is changing. Abby’s cousin and
best friend, Zoe, has moved away, her mom is
going back to work, and Abby is stuck in the
only after-school activity left--running. Her
perspective on the world is changing, too, after
an encounter in her community sheds light on
the issue of homelessness. On top of everything,
changes in Abby’s body mean she has to deal
with things like deodorant and bras. And without
her best friend by her side, she’s not sure she can
handle it all.
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FEBRUARY 2022
Book 1 of 2
208 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$16.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

THE LOCK-EATER
by Zack Loran Clark

For fans of Nevermoor and Howl’sMovingCastle
comes an epic middle grade fantasy about a girl
with the ability to unlock anything—including
the empire’s darkest secrets. Melanie Gate has
the ability to open any lock, and when her
orphanage is visited by Traveler, she becomes the
apprentice of a magical mistress. Action-packed
yet layered, The Lock-Eater is a mix of lush worldbuilding, high stakes, humor, and emotional
heft—a page-turner and so much more.

JANUARY 2022
300 Pages
Ages 10 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Erin Murphy Literary Agency Inc.
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

304 Pages
Ages 10 and up
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Nancy Paulsen Books

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Full Circle Literary, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD:

MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

FEBRUARY 2022

UK - Text Publishing

RIGHTS SOLD FOR AMAL
UNBOUND:

Albanian - Living
Chinese (Simplified) - Love Reading
Chinese (Complex) - Global Kids
Farsi - Porteghaal
French - Les Editions du Seuil
Japanese - Saela Shobo
Russian - “Clever Media Group”
Sinhala - Subavi
Turkish - Beyaz
UK - The Text Publishing Company

HANA HSU AND THE
GHOST CRAB NATION
by Sylvia Liu

Perfect for fans of Dragon Pearl by Yoon Ha
Lee, this thrilling, cinematic sci-fi novel follows
Hana Hsu’s mission to save herself—and her
friends—from a dangerous plot to control their
minds. Selected for Start-Up, Hana Hsu has
the chance to be connected to the multiweb
through a neural implant like her mom and
sister. But something’s not quite right at StartUp, and soon her hobby for tinkering with
bots gets Hana mixed up in some dangerous
business. And with a warning from her
grandmother about the safety of being meshed,
Hana begins to wonder if gaining access to the
tech is really a good idea.
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JUNE 2022
272 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$16.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

OMAR RISING
by Aisha Saeed

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

In this compelling companion to New York
Times bestseller Amal Unbound, Amal’s friend
Omar must contend with being treated like a
second-class citizen when he gets a scholarship
to an elite boarding school. Omar can’t wait to
experience all the Ghalib Academy Boarding
School has to offer, but he soon finds out that
first-year scholarship students aren’t allowed
to join clubs or teams, that they have to earn
their keep doing chores, and even worse, the
school deliberately “weeds out” scholarship kids
by requiring them to get much higher grades
than their classmates. But with the help of his
new group of friends, he sets out to do the
impossible: change a rigged system.
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MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

224 Pages
Ages 10-14 years
5-1/8 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Talcott Notch Literary Service

WILLIS WILBUR WOWS
THE WORLD #1

by Lindsey Leavitt;
illustrated by Daniel Duncan

Willis Wilbur has the entire summer in front of
him. So it’s time to fulfill his destiny: becoming
the neighborhood life coach. After spotting a
flyer for a local business competition, nine-yearold Willis Wilbur finds exactly what his true
calling really is: becoming the Neighborhood
Life Coach. A kid helping other kids with
kids’ problems. But starting a business alone,
especially without his best friend by his side, is
tough work. And with neighborhood bullies
getting in his way, a guinea pig client who’s
actually a guinea pig, and an annoyingly
competent little sister asking for a raise, Willis
has his work cut out for him.
36

MARCH 2022
Book 1 of 2
208 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5x7
$13.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Greenhouse Literary Agency Ltd

DIFFERENT KINDS OF
FRUIT

MIDDLE GRADE TRANSLATION

APRIL 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

by Kyle Lukoff

In this funny and hugely heartfelt novel from
a Stonewall Award winner, a sixth-grader’s life
is turned upside down when she learns her
dad is trans. When Annabelle Blake meets new
student Bailey, they become fast friends. But
when her father shares that he and Bailey have
something big--and surprising--in common,
Annabelle begins to see herself, and her family,
in a whole new light. At the same time she
starts to realize that her community might not
be as welcoming as she had thought. Together
Annabelle, Bailey, and their families discover
how these categories that seem to mean so
much aren’t so clear-cut after all.
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MIDDLE GRADE NONFICTION

MIDDLE GRADE WORLD ENGLISH

BUT WHY #1:

BUT WHY #2:

ARE LLAMAS
TICKLISH?

DO FISH BREATHE
UNDERWATER?

Do you know why goats have rectangular
eyes? Or why horses sleep standing up?
Or if llamas are ticklish? After reading
this book you will! From the creators of
the popular podcast But Why comes a
new illustrated nonfiction series for kids
answering all their most curious questions!
With lots of sidebars, illustrations, and
real questions from real kids, this animalpacked page-turner will keep young
readers engaged!

Do you know why whales sing? Or
why pufferfish puff up? Or how coral
changes color? You will after you read this
book! From the creators of the popular
podcast But Why comes a new illuustrated
nonfiction series for kids answering all
their most curious questions! Featuring
tons of sidebars, illustrations, and real
questions from real kids, this book will
keep young readers engaged as they dive
into the pages and the deep blue sea!

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

by Jane Lindholm and Melody
Bodette;
illustrated by Neil Swaab

Grosset & Dunlap

Jane Lindholm, Melody Bodette

by Jane Lindholm and Melody
Bodette;
illustrated by Neil Swaab

Grosset & Dunlap

Jane Lindholm, Melody Bodette

ZIA ERASES THE WORLD
by Bree Barton

For fans of Crenshaw and When You Trap a Tiger
comes the extraordinary tale of a headstrong
girl and the magical dictionary she hopes will
explain the complicated feelings she can’t find
the right words for—or erase them altogether.
Zia remembers the exact night the Shadoom
arrived. One moment she was laughing with
friends, and the next a dark shadow had crept
into her chest. When Zia’s yiayia moves in, Zia
discovers a family heirloom: a dictionary with a
mysterious eraser. When Zia erases words, they
disappear from the world around her. But things
quickly dissolve into chaos, as the words she
erases turn out to be more vital than Zia knew.

APRIL 2022
256 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$16.99

AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

JUNE 2022 l 96 Pages l Ages 8-10 years l 6 ½ x 8 ½ l $9.99 l Full-color illustrations
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MIDDLE GRADE WORLD ENGLISH

GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

JUNE 2022

Book 4 of 4
208 Pages
Ages 7-10 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$7.99
B&W illustrations
AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

GOOD DOGS #4:

GOOD DOGS IN BAD MOVIES
by Rachel Wenitsky and David Sidorov;
illustrated by Tor Freeman

The dogs take on movie stardom in this fourth book in the middle-grade series that feels
like The Secret Life of Pets meets ToyStory. When the Good Dogs doggy daycare closes
temporarily, the dogs join the other pets on Jasmine’s new movie set. And while trying to
sniff out the best snacks and see what other on-set dogs are up to, Hugo somehow snags a
movie role instead of Lulu! Can Lulu learn to share the spotlight with Hugo? And can the
dogs escape whatever the mysterious pen of guinea pigs is planning behind their backs?

ARCHIE & REDDIE #3:

LOOK WHAT WE CAN DO!
by Candy James

Elephant & Piggie meets Narwhal and Jelly in
this new early-reader graphic novel series! Archie
& Reddie are excited about entering the talent
show, but will they be able to come up with a
winning act? The pair really want to win the
talent show grand prize: a shiny new wagon! But
they’ll need a super-special act! Will they be able
to get their act together in time for the show?

FEBRUARY 2022
Book 3 of 4
80 Pages
Ages 4-8 years
6 x 8-1/4
$10.99
Full-color illustrations

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The Bent Agency

RIGHTS SOLD:

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

ANZ - HarperCollins Australia

Click the covers for
more info.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

PAWS #1:

GABBY GETS IT
TOGETHER

by Nathan Fairbairn;
illustrated by Michele Assarasakorn
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier, Kayla
Miller, and Victoria Jamieson, this funny and
heartwarming graphic novel series is the BabySitters Club for pets! Best friends Gabby, Priya,
and Mindy live in a neighborhood in desperate
need of some after school dog-walkers. But
running a business is harder than it looks and
when the girls’ fighting leads to a crisis, will
they be able to get it together to save the day?
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MARCH 2022

Book 1 of 3
176 Pages
Ages 8-12
5-1/2 x 8
$20.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Nathan Fairbairn Inc.

DOOM’S DAY CAMP
by Joshua Hauke

The Last Kids on Earth meets Miss Peregrine’s
Home for Peculiar Children in this middle grade
graphic novel set in a world where everyone
has unusual abilities except for a boy named
Doom . . . who might have to save them all.
Doom gets left in charge of the other kids from
his camp, but it may take a lot more than book
smarts if he and the others are going to have any
chance at surviving on their own.

MARCH 2022

208 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
6x9
$20.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

Book 4 of 4
80 Pages
Ages 8-12
6-1/2 x 8-1/2
$12.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Drawn To It Studios, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR ZOO PATROL
SQUAD #1: KINGDOM CAPER:

GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

APRIL 2022

Arabic - Jarir Bookstore

MELLYBEAN #3:

MELLYBEAN AND THE
VILLAINS’ REVENGE
by Mike White

In the final book of this charming graphic novel
trilogy, Melly and the cats must help the giant
monster Narra reunite with his long-lost magical
friends in order to defeat some old foes who have
returned with a sinister new plan to take over
the kingdom! If Melly and the others set off to
find the last two ancient creatures who are still
in hiding. But how will Melly convince them to
join their side and help after all these years?

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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APRIL 2022

Book 3 of 3
208 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
5-1/2 x 8
$20.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Razorbill

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The Bent Agency

RIGHTS SOLD FOR MELLYBEAN
AND THE GIANT MONSTER:
Arabic - Jarir Bookstore

ZOO PATROL SQUAD #4:

MEDIEVAL MAYHEM
by Brett Bean

Hear ye, hear ye, the Renaissance Faire has come to Wild Zoo Yonder! Penny the Pig
and Fennlock Fox are excited for the jousting and fun costumes, until they realize things
around the Faire are starting to go missing. And mischievious Morry the Otter seems to
be nervous about the mayhem. Will the Zoo Patrol Squad be able to suit up and solve
the case, or will ye olde culprit get away?

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL TRANSLATION

GRAPHIC NOVEL WORLD ENGLISH

SHELBY & WATTS #2:

A MOUNTAIN OF A
PROBLEM
by Ashlyn Anstee

Environmental mystery busters Shelby and
Watts are fresh off of their first successful case
when they get another call for help. Violet the
bear has woken up early from her hibernation,
and she needs duo to help figure out what woke
her! Our two environmental detectives uncover
the larger issue underlying Violet’s early start to
spring: climate change.

FEBRUARY 2022
Book 2 of 2
96 Pages
Ages 6-9
6x9
$12.99
Full-color illustrations

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD:

Chinese (Simplified) - CITIC

FIBBED

by Elizabeth Agyemang
Nana will be spending the summer with her
grandmother in Ghana with family that she
barely knows. In Ghana, she comes face-to-face
with Ananse, the trickster spider of legend, she
discovers that the forest around the village is a
place of magic. But a group of contractors are
draining the magic from the land and Nana
must save the magic from those who are stealing
it before the magic is gone for good.

APRIL 2022

256 Pages
Ages 8-12 years
6x9
$22.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:
Razorbill

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
New Leaf Literary & Media Inc.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for
more info.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL WORLD ENGLISH

WHO HQ®

24 Pages
Ages 2–4
7x7
$7.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Rise

WHO WAS
BRUCE LEE?

WHO IS
GRETA THUNBERG?

MARCH 2022

JULY 2022

by Lisbeth Kaiser;
illustrated by Stanley Chow

YOUR PAL FRED
by Michael C. Rex

From the author/illustrator of Fangbone! and
Goodnight Goon comes a hilarious graphic novel
that shines a light on the humanity inside all of
us---even if you’re a robot. In a world far in the
future, a life-size toy suddenly activates. Fred
was built to be a best buddy, and his relentless
kindness never fades. Fred has the bright idea to
talk the two most powerful warlords into being
friends. It’s a mission doomed to fail.

MAY 2022

272 Pages
Ages 7-10 years
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$22.99
Full-color illustrations
AUDIO & UK RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Transatlantic Literary Agency

by Lisbeth Kaiser;
illustrated by Stanley Chow

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT?

Introducing an exciting new program from the #1 New York Times bestselling Who HQ
series, where curious readers can explore what we actually know about the mysterious,
the unknown, and unexplained myths and legends of our world.
112 Pages
Ages 8–12
5-5/16 x 7-5/8
$15.99
B&W illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

WHAT DO WE KNOW
ABOUT BIGFOOT?
by Michael Burgan;

AUGUST 2022

WHAT DO WE
KNOW ABOUT CROP
CIRCLES?
by Lakita Wilson;

AUGUST 2022
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WHO HQ®

WHO HQ®

WHO IS
CHLOE KIM?

WHO WAS
ERNEST HEMINGWAY?

WHO WAS
CHARLES SCHULZ?

JANUARY 2022

MARCH 2022

MARCH 2022

by Stefanie Loh;
illustrated by Manuel Gutierrez

by Jim Gigliotti;
illustrated by Gregory Coepland

by Joan Holub;
illustrated by Tim Foley

WHO WAS THE GREATEST?:
MUHAMMAD ALI

by Gabe Soria;
illustrated by Chris Brunner and Rico Renzi

APRIL 2022

WHO WAS A DARING
PIONEER OF THE SKIES?:
AMELIA EARHART
by Melanie Gillman;
illustrated by A. C. Esguerra

AUGUST 2022

64 Pages l Ages 8–12 l 5 5/16 x 7 5/8 l $12.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Penguin Workshop

WHAT IS THE
AIDS CRISIS?

by Nico Medina;
illustrated by Tim Foley

MAY 2022

WHO WAS
E. B. WHITE?

by Gail Herman;
illustrated by Dede Putra

JUNE 2022

WHO WAS
PONCE de LEÓN?

by Pam Pollack and Meg Belviso;
illustrated by Dede Putra

JUNE 2022

WHO WAS? WORKBOOK:
SUMMER ACTIVITIES
by Catherine Nichols

MAY 2022

96 Pages l Ages 7–8 l 8 ½ x 11 l $8.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

CHECK OUT ALL OF
THE WHO HQ TITLES AT:

whohq.com
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112 Pages
Ages 8–12
5-7/16 x 7-5/8
$15.99
B&W illustrations

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

RIGHTS SOLD FOR WHO HQ® TITLES:
Please see extended list in back.
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SHE PERSISTED

32 Pages
Ages 4-8 years
9 x 11
$17.99

80 Pages l Ages 6–9 l 5-5/16 x 7-5/8 l $14.99 l B&W illustrations
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS: Philomel Books

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

SHE PERSISTED

MARCH 2022

Philomel Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Gang, Tyre, Ramer & Brown, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR SHE
PERSISTED AROUND THE WORLD:

SHE PERSISTED:
CORETTA SCOTT KING

by Kelly Starling Lyons with introduction by
Chelsea Clinton;
illustrated by Alexandra Boiger and Gillian Flint

by Eucabeth Odhiambo with introduction by
Chelsea Clinton;
illustrated by Alexandra Boiger and Gillian Flint

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

JANUARY 2022

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.
Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing BabyCube
French - Scholastic Canada
Italian - Eifis Editore
Japanese - Ushio
Korean - Ttalgi Books

SHE PERSISTED:
WANGARI MAATHAI
FEBRUARY 2022

Rubin Pfeffer Content, LLC

Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC

SHE PERSISTED IN
SCIENCE

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

by Chelsea Clinton;
illustrated by Alexandra Boiger

SHE PERSISTED:
TEMPLE GRANDIN

by Lyn Miller-Lachmann with introduction by
Chelsea Clinton;
illustrated by Alexandra Boiger and Gillian Flint

by Aisha Saeed with introduction by
Chelsea Clinton;
illustrated by Alexandra Boiger and Gillian Flint

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

APRIL 2022

Authography, LLC

Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC
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SHE PERSISTED:
MALALA YOUSAFZAI
JULY 2022

A STEM-focused addition to the #1 New York
Times bestselling She Persisted series! Throughout
history, women have been told that science isn’t
for them. They’ve been told that they’re not
smart enough, or that their brains just aren’t
able to handle it. In this book, Chelsea Clinton
introduces readers to women scientists who didn’t
listen to those who told them “no” and who used
their smarts, their skills and their persistence to
discover, invent, create and explain.

Full Circle Literary, LLC

Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC
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CHAPTER BOOK SERIES

MARCH 2022

MARCH 2022

Book 2 of 3
96 Pages
Ages 5-9
5-1/2 x 7-1/2
$13.99
2 color illustrations

Book 6 of 6
96 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
$15.99
2 Color Illustrations

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

CHAPTER BOOK SERIES

Jada Jones

Penguin Workshop

Writers House LLC

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD FOR PREVIOUS
TITLES:
French - Ars/Nouveaux Horizons

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

SECRET SPY SOCIETY #2:

THE CASE OF THE
CURIOUS SCOUTS
by Veronica Mang

Gifted Girls. Daring Dames. Marvelous
Mysteries. The Secret Spy Society is back with
a new case to solve! After officially naming
themselves the Petite Private Eyes, Peggy, Rita,
and Dot are ready to take on a new assignment
from the Lady Spies. The Fashion Twins, two
local designers, have been robbed! When the
girls go undercover to investigate, they find
themselves joining a curious scout troop run
by a mysterious scout leader. With the help of
the Lady Spies and a feisty pet cheetah, will
the girls crack the case and make some new
friends?
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

JADA JONES #6:

NATURE LOVER

by Kelly Starling Lyons;
illustrated by Nneka Myers
Jada Jones is back for the sixth book of this
popular, celebrated series perfect for STEM
fans! Jada is thrilled when she gets to go on
an outdoor class field trip with her Pop Pop,
a nature lover, as a chaperone. She can’t wait
to show him off to her friends--and show him
what she knows. But the trip has some twists
along the way, including a soaring zip line she’s
not sure she wants to try. What happens when
Jada’s shining moment starts to lose its luster?
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CHAPTER BOOK SERIES

Book 3 of 3
128 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
$15.99
B&W illustrations

CHAPTER BOOK SERIES

NOVEMBER 2021

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Kokila

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Serendipity Literary Agency LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Akeem S. Roberts

MILES LEWIS #1:

KING OF THE ICE

by Kelly Starling Lyons;
illustrated by Wayne Spencer

From the award-winning author of the Jada
Jones chapter books comes an illustrated spinoff
series all about fourth grader Miles Lewis.
Miles loves science and sports. But when
his teacher announces a class trip to an ice
skating rink he isn’t so excited. He’s never ice
skated before, and his friend RJ won’t let him
forget it. RJ even challenges him to a bet. But
Miles can barely focus on the bet, because he
suspects his beloved Nana has plans to move
out of his family’s house. Can he keep his cool
with all the pressure from RJ while finding a
way to make his grandma stay?
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JULY 2022

JD #3:

Book 1 of 4
96 Pages
Ages 6-8 years
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
$15.99
2 Color Illustrations

J.D. AND THE HAIR SHOW
SHOWDOWN

AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

Eight-year-old barber J.D. takes his talent to a hair
show in this illustrated chapter-book series. J.D.’s
already won a barber battle and appeared on local
TV, and now he’s the youngest barber to be
invited to the Beauty Brothers Hair Expo! J.D.
gets the VIP treatment—he takes his first flight,
rides in a limo, and gets gifts from the show’s
sponsors. At the show, there are classes to take,
samples to try, and J.D. might even get to snap a
pic with eleven-year-old rap sensation Li’l Eazy
Breezy! The world of hair and beauty is so much
bigger than J.D. could’ve imagined, and he’s ready
to step up his game.

Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

by J. Dillard;
illustrated by Akeem S. Roberts
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CHAPTER BOOK SERIES

CHAPTER BOOK NONFICTION

OCTOBER 2021
Book 4 of 4
128 Pages
Ages 7-10 years
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
$16.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Erin Murphy Literary Agency Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD FOR PREVIOUS
TITLES:

Czech - Albatros
Hebrew - Yedioth
Ukranian - RANOK

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

TREASURE TROOP #4:

THE FINAL TREASURE

by Dori Hillestad Butler; illustrated by Tim
Budgen
From Edgar Award Winner Dori Hillestad Butler
comes The TreasureTroop, a chapter book mystery
series! Join Marly, Sai, and Isla, three code-cracking
kids on the hunt for an old neighbor’s hidden
treasure. In the fourth and final book of this codebusting series, Marly, Sai, and Isla are back on the
hunt. After their shocking discoveries on Summer
Island, the Treasure Troop has one final set of clues
to follow before reaching the end of their search.
And now our trio must solve the toughest mystery
of all: what really happened to Mr. Summerling?

ARE SEA MONSTERS
REAL?
by Ginjer L. Clarke

Learn about the history of sea monsters
in this photographic nonfiction leveled
reader perfect for kids interested in the
natural - and unnatural - world! Did you
know that Hercules fought against the
hydra, a sea monster with many heads?
Or that the giant squid may not sink
ships, but it is still powerful enough to
use its 30-foot-long tentacles to turn a
whale into prey? Embracing children’s
delight in the mythical creatures while also
imparting fascinating facts about the real
ones, discover the history of these special
animals and decide for yourself if you
believe in sea monsters!

TINY TERRORS!
by Ginjer L. Clarke

Learn about the smallest and scariest
creatures in the world in this photographic
nonfiction leveled reader perfect for kids
interested in real-life animals that can
do unbelievable things! Did you know
that the blue dragon sea slug is the
length of a paperclip but can store deadly
jellyfish venom in its body for use against
predators? Or that the golden poison
dart frog is only an inch long, but its skin
holds enough poison to kill ten people?
These tiny terrors don’t have to be big to
be deadly!
AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Grosset & Dunlap

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Grosset & Dunlap

JULY 2022 l 48 Pages l Ages 8–9 l 6 x 9 l $4.99 l Full-color illustrations
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PICTURE BOOK SERIES

PICTURE BOOK SERIES

THERE’S A ROCK
CONCERT IN MY
BEDROOM

by Kevin Jonas and Danielle Jonas;
illustrated by Courtney Dawson
A rip-roarin’, rock ’n’ roll picture book by
international music star Kevin Jonas and his
wife, Danielle Jonas, about the joy of music, the
power of family, and facing your fears. Emma
loves music. She loves the boom boom of a good
bass beat, the stomp stomp her feet make when
she dances, and she loves to rock out with her
family. So when the school talent show arrives,
she’s thrilled! But the more Emma hears about
the amazing talents of her classmates, the more
nervous she gets. She’s suffering from a bad case
of stage fright, and it’s up to her family to show
her that she’s already a star.
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MARCH 2022
Book 1 of 2
40 Pages
Ages 4-8
8 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS: Razorbill
TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS: United Talent Agency LLC
ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS: Tugeau 2, Inc.

GOOD JOB, GEORGE!

by Jane O’Connor;
illustrated by Andrew Joyner

From the bestselling author of Fancy Nancy
comes a brand-new picture book character-and this time it’s a boy! George is a helpful boy.
He feeds his dog, Pogo, and helps around the
house. It’s no surprise everyone’s always saying,
“Good job, George!” When his parents decide
to paint a room in their house, he knows it
is the perfect job for him. But the painting
doesn’t go as planned when a very hungry
Pogo has different plans.

JANUARY 2022
Book 1 of 2
40 Pages
Ages 3-6 years
9-1/2 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Flamingo Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Sterling Lord Literistic Inc

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Catbird Productions, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD:

Hebrew - Tchelet
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From the bestselling author of the hugely popular Kindergarten, Here I Come! comes a
new series celebrating the very special people in a young child’s life!

BUBBLECAT VS.
DRAGONBEAR
by Sean Charmatz

Being part bubble and part cat can be one
whole problem! BubbleCat may be fragile, but
when DragonBear attacks, he’ll have to try
and make things right in this mixed-media tale
about inner strength and one adorable bubble.
Based on the hit character from author Sean
Charmatz’s Instagram, BubbleCat is made out
of a bubble, and he knows that one wrong
move could make him go pop! at any moment.
But when he crosses paths with the fearsome
and spiky DragonBear, BubbleCat will have to
embrace who he is and learn that, just maybe,
he’s stronger than he thought.
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MARCH 2022
Book 1 of 6
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
10 x 10
$14.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
United Talent Agency LLC

RIGHTS SOLD:

Chinese (Simplified) - PRH China

MY TEACHER IS THE
BEST!

MY GRANDMA IS
THE BEST!

MARCH 2022

AUGUST 2022

by D. J. Steinberg;
illustrated by Ruth Hammond

From their kindness working with their
students to their ability to make the most
complicated of topics make sense, this
is the perfect gift book for any teacher,
written by the author of the bestselling
Here I Come! series, D. J. Steinberg.

PICTURE BOOK SERIES

the best!

by D. J. Steinberg;
illustrated by Ruth Hammond

From playing Doctor with Grandma
to sitting on her lap to read a favorite
story, this gift book from the best-selling
author of the Here I Come! series is
perfect for any grandmother.

MY GRANDPA IS THE BEST!
by D. J. Steinberg;
illustrated by Ruth Hammond
AUGUST 2022

From planting seeds in the garden with Grandpa to
reading favorite books together again and again, this gift
book from the best-selling author of the Here I Come!
series is perfect for any grandfather.

32 Pages
Ages 4-8
5-3/4 x 5-½
$8.99
AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Grosset & Dunlap

TEXT: COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
David J Steinberg
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PASSOVER, HERE I COME!

by D. J. Steinberg;
illustrated by Emanuel Wiemans

Celebrate Passover with a collection of funny
and festive poems from the author of the hugely
popular Kindergarten, Here I Come! The Seder plate
is set and the pantry’s filled with matzah—Passover is
here! Author D. J. Steinberg is back with an all new
collection of poems celebrating the joys of Passover,
from singing the Four Questions to finding the
Afikomen.

here i come!
FEBRUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–6
8x8
$5.99

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Grosset & Dunlap

RIGHTS SOLD FOR FIRST GRADE
HERE I COME!:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing BabyCube
Vietnamese - Art Design &
Communication JSC

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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THE NIGHT BEFORE
SECOND GRADE
by Natasha Wing;
illustrated by Amy Wummer

Grab your backpack and get ready for the second
grade in the latest big moment to be celebrated
in Natasha Wing’s best-selling series! It’s the night
before a young boy’s first day of second grade, and
he’s excited. He’s spent all summer reading and
preparing for the year ahead, and he can’t wait to
learn more about what fun surprises second grade
has to offer. Join him and his friends on their journey
through the new school year in this delightful story,
told in the style of Clement C. Moore’s classic tale.

JUNE 2022
32 Pages
Ages 7–8
8x8
$4.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Grosset & Dunlap

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Natasha Wing

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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IT’S EARTH DAY, TINY!
by Cari Meister;
illustrated by Rich Davis

Celebrate Earth Day with Tiny in this fun 8x8!
It’s Earth Day, and Tiny and Elliott are on their
way to the park, picking up litter and throwing
it in the trash. At the park, a friend asks for help
transporting trees to plant. But when they discover
there aren’t any shovels for digging, they’re not sure
what to do! Can Tiny find a way to save the day
and help the planet?

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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MARCH 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8x8
$4.99

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Penguin Workshop

THE QUEEN OF
KINDERGARTEN

by Derrick Barnes;
illustrated by Vanessa Brantley-Newton

A confident little Black girl has a fantastic first day
of school in this companion to the New York Times
bestseller The King of Kindergarten. MJ is more than
ready for her first day of kindergarten! With her hair
freshly braided and her mom’s special tiara on her
head, she knows she’s going to rock kindergarten.
But the tiara isn’t just for show—it also reminds her
of all the good things she brings to the classroom,
stuff like her kindness, friendliness, and impressive
soccer skills! Like The King of Kindergarten, this is
the perfect book to reinforce excitement and build
confidence in the newest students.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for
more info.

MAY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–5
9 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Nancy Paulsen Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Serendipity Literary Agency LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Painted Words, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THE KING OF
KINDERGARTEN:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing Publishing
Group
Chinese (Complex) - Heliopolis Culture
Group
French (France) - Anacaona
French (Canada) - Scholastic Canada
UK - Scallywag Press
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JANUARY 2022

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

40 Pages
Ages 3–7
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

32 Pages
Ages 4–8
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

Philomel

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Peter W. Bernstein Corp.

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

RIGHTS SOLD IN A JAR:

Catalan - Norma Editorial
Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing Publishing
Chinese (Complex) - Babel Publishing
Dutch - Moon
Finnish - Kumma-kustannus
German - Adrian & Winnelbuchverlag
Greek - Metaihmio
Hebrew - Yedioth
Italian - Cart’armata
Korean - Woongjin Thing Big
Portuguese (Portugal) - 2020 Editora
Spanish - Norma Editorial
Turkish - Beta Basim Yayim Dagitim
Anoni

OUT OF A JAR
by Deborah Marcero

This highly anticipated follow-up to the
critically acclaimed and bestselling picture book
In a Jar stars one little bunny dealing with some
very big feelings. Llewellyn does not like to feel
afraid or sad, angry, lonely, or embarrassed. So
he comes up with a brilliant plan: he tucks each
of his feelings into jars and hides them away.
But when he gets in trouble in class, Llewellyn
finds he needs to put away excitement too.
After a while, he walks around not feeling
much of anything. And what happens when his
emotions refuse to be bottled up any longer?
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

PICTURE BOOK TRANSLATION

FEBRUARY 2022

Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR JUST ASK!:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing BabyCube
Chinese (Complex) - Taiwan Mac
Education
Hebrew - Matar
Japanese - Chobunsha
Korean - HB Books
Slovene - GRAFENAUER zalozba

JUST HELP!

by Sonia Sotomayor;
illustrated by Angela Dominguez

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

A fun and meaningful story about making the
world—and your community—better, one
action at a time, that asks the question: Who will
you help today?Every night when Sonia goes to
bed, Mami asks her the same question: How did
you help today? And since Sonia wants to help
her community, just like Mami does, she always
makes sure she has a good answer. In a story
inspired by her own family, and with art by
award-winning illustrator Angela Dominguez,
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor takes
readers on a journey through a neighborhood
where kids and adults all help to build a better
world for themselves and their community.
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PRINCESS CHARMING
by Zibby Owens;
illustrated by Holly Hatam

From debut author Zibby Owens comes
Princess Charming, a lovable and empowering
new character! Princess Charming can’t quite
seem to find her “thing.” She’s tried everything
from cooking to hip-hop, and hasn’t been
able to perfect either. Even her cartwheels are
subpar. But when the castle hosts a superstar for
a special event, Princess Charming finally finds
her time to shine. Princess Charming is about a
brand-new princess character filled with fun,
humor, and girl power. With a modern look
and can-do attitude, Princess Charming is the
perfect gift for all young feminists.
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APRIL 2022
40 Pages
Ages 3–6
10-1/4 x 10-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Flamingo Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The Gersh Agency

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The CAT Agency Inc

THIS BOOK IS NOT
FOR YOU!
by Shannon Hale;
illustrated by Tracy Subisak

From New York Times bestselling and Newbery
Honor–winning author Shannon Hale and
award-winning illustrator Tracy Subisak, comes
a zany picture book that pokes fun at overly
gendered notions of “boy books” and “girl
books” and celebrates the pleasure of a good
book. Stanley’s thrilled for bookmobile day—
until the old man refuses to lend him the story he
wants, all because it features a girl. But when a
dinosaur arrives and successfully demands a book
about ponies, Stanley musters the courage to ask
for the tale he really wants. And by speaking up,
Stanley inspires everyone around him to read
more stories outside their experiences.

MARCH 2022

40 Pages
Ages 4–8
8-1/2 x 11
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Barry Goldblatt Literary LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
LK Literary Agency LLC
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MARCH 2022

32 Pages
Ages 2–5
9-1/2 x 10-1/2
$18.99

48 Pages
Ages 4–8
9-1/2 x 11
$18.99

TEXT: AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS:

ART: DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Pippin Properties, Inc.

Dial Books for Young Readers

AUDIO, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Viking Books for Young Readers

Judith Byron Schachner

RIGHTS SOLD FOR MAMA’S
KISSES:

RIGHTS SOLD FOR SARABELLA’S
THINKING CAP:

PICTURE BOOK TRANSLATION

FEBRUARY 2022

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing BabyCube

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing Everafter
Culture
Chinese (Complex) - The Eastern
Publishing Company
Greek - Dioptra Publishing
Korean - Dasan Publishers

RIGHTS SOLD FOR LITTLE
EXCAVATOR:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing BabyCube
Chinese (Complex) - The Eastern
Publishing Co
Italian - Mondadori
Russian - Kariera Press

EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY

by Anna Dewdney;
illustrated by Judy Schachner

The bestselling creators of Llama Llama and
Skippyjon Jones bring warmth and humor to a story
with a comforting message we could all use when
times are tough: everything will be okay.
Nothing is going right for little Bunny today.
His sandwich has PB&J instead of cheese.
He’s lost his kite.
Ow! And he’s stubbed his toe!
But while some days can feel more sad than happy,
there’s always a bright spot on the horizon. Anna
Dewdney and Judy Schachner perfectly blend rhyme,
humor, and comfort to show readers the way out of
a tough spot--no matter if it’s big or small.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

THE LEGEND OF IRON
PURL

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

by Tao Nyeu

This funny, spoofy superhero picture book
is sure to be a read-aloud favorite. Iron Purl,
fabled knitter, to the rescue! Nobody tells a
tale like Granny Fuzz. The children of the
village can listen all day to her stories about
the mysterious hero Iron Purl. Purl could be
counted on to show up just in the nick of
time, using her superpower—knitting!—to save
everyone from her nemesis, Bandit Bob. But
would Iron Purl always be able to get the better
of that pesky bandit? And might Granny Fuzz
be hiding a secret in that knitting basket of hers?
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MAY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 2–5
8 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Erin Murphy Literary Agency Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Root Literary LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THE PANDA
PROBLEM:

ANZ - Scholastic Australia
Chinese (Simplified) - Ginkgo Books
French - Editions Circonflexe

BEARPLANE

by Deborah Underwood;
illustrated by Sam Wedelich
Buckle up for a little bear’s first flight in this
adorable, light-as-air picture book by New York
Times bestselling author Deborah Underwood.
Follow a bear cub, their grownup, and their
beloved stuffie Teddy as they make their way
through the busy airport and cub’s first plane
ride. Their destination? A bear-y special
family reunion with grandma! This cheerful,
rhyming, reassuring go-to for little ones
preparing for a flight is a gentle adventure full
of delightful touches, plus a detailed map of
the bear-port on the endpapers.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

DADDY SPEAKS LOVE

by Leah Henderson;
illustrated by E.B. Lewis

A moving tribute to the joy and grounding that
fathers bring to their children’s lives. What does
a daddy do? From day one, this daddy speaks
love. He answers a million questions, scares
away imaginary monsters, and is honest about
how to confront the real ones too. He sets an
example for the future, speaking out for equality
and justice, while sharing lessons from the past.
But most of all, daddies encourage their babies
to fight for a better world, with the comfort of
knowing their dads are right beside them.

JANUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

TEXT: AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Nancy Paulsen Books

ART: DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Martin Literary Management LLC
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SHOW THE WORLD!

by Angela Dalton;
illustrated by Daria Peoples

A celebration of self-expression and the
power of using your voice, centering Black
children, and exploring the many things they
can do, create, and say to make their mark.
From painting, music, and slam poetry, to
engineering, protesting, and photography,
a young narrator journeys through her
neighborhood, encouraging readers to explore
all the many ways they can express themselves.
A gorgeously illustrated and powerful
celebration of self-expression shows children
that there are so many spaces and opportunities
to use their voices—and show the world exactly
who they are.
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JANUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
9 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Betsy Amster Literary Enterprises

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Gallt and Zacker Literary Agency LLC

PATCH OF SKY
by Nic Yulo

A fiercely determined girl will do anything to
help her best pig friend finally see the sky in this
unique friendship story. Pia just found out the
terrible news that pigs can’t look straight up, which
means her best friend and right-hand-pig Patches
has never seen the sky. Now Pia is on a mission to
share the beauty of the big wide sky with Patches
. . . and she will do whatever it takes! From debut
author-illustrator Nic Yulo comes this story of
determination, empathy, and learning to look at the
world (and the sky!) in a whole new way.

JULY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
10 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC
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SAM’S SUPER SEATS
by Keah Brown;
illustrated by Sharee Miller

A joyful picture book about a disabled girl
with cerebral palsy who goes back-toschool shopping with her best friends, from
#DisabledandCute creator and The Pretty One
author Keah Brown. Sam loves herself, learning,
and making family and friends laugh. She also
loves comfortable seats. After a busy morning of
rest, Sam and her friends try on cute outfits at
the mall and imagine what the new school year
might bring. It’s not until Sam feels tired, and
the new seat she meets isn’t so super, that she
discovers what might be her best idea all day.
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AUGUST 2022
40 Pages
Ages 4–8
10 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Kokila

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Trident Media Group, LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Odom Media Management

WILD FOR WINNIE
by Laura Marx Fitzgerald;
illustrated by Jenny Lovlie

New student Winnie has sensory processing
challenges, but her wonderful teacher knows
just how to make sure she’s a welcome part of
the class. Winnie is the new kid at school, and
sometimes she acts kind of wild. Her teacher
says to her classmates, “Maybe Winnie feels
the world differently than most of us. Why
don’t we give her world a try?” So when
Winnie can’t stop monkeying around, the class
joins her on the jungle gym. And when she’s
acting squirrelly, they all go nuts on an obstacle
course. Soon Winnie’s classmates realize that
sometimes we all feel the world differently, and
that’s more than okay.

APRIL 2022
32 Pages
Ages 5–8
10-1/2 x 9-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Pippin Properties, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
United Agents LLP
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A BLUE KIND OF DAY
by Rachel Tomlinson;
illustrated by Tori-Jay Mordey

A moving picture book debut about depression,
sensory awareness, and the power of listening,
from psychologist and author of Teaching Kids
to be Kind. Coen is having a sniffling, sighing,
sobbing kind of day. His family thinks they
know how to cheer him up. His dad wants to
go outside and play, Mom tells her funniest
joke, and his little sister shares her favorite
teddy. Nothing helps. But one by one, they
get quiet and begin to listen. After some time,
space, and reassurance, Coen is able to show
them what he needs.
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MARCH 2022

32 Pages
Ages 4–8
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION &
COMMERCIAL RIGHTS:
Kokila

TEXT: DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

Dystel Goderich & Bourret LLC

ART: DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Tori-Jay Mordey

RIGHTS SOLD:

ANZ - PRH Australia

THE TREASURE BOX

by Dave J. Keane;
illustrated by Rahele Jomepour Bell
A poignant, gorgeously-illustrated story about
a girl’s bond with her grandfather and how it
evolves after his death. Searching for treasures
with her grandpa is this girl’s favorite thing
to do. Every week they examine the items in
her box and go out to find more—a robin’s
egg, rusty spring, even a snakeskin that makes
Grandpa make funny faces. But then Grandpa
is too sick to come. And when he dies, she
can’t bring herself to even open the treasure
box. When Grammy brings her some treasures
Grandpa wanted her to have, they open the
box together, showing that memories of time
together are the greatest treasures of all.

JANUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
8-1/2 x 10-1/2
$17.99

TEXT: AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

ART: AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD:

French - Le Genevrier
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OCEANS OF LOVE

by Janet Lawler;
illustrated by Holly Clifton-Brown
A beautiful watercolor celebration of the love
between ocean mamas and their babies, big and
small. From whales and dolphins, to hermit crabs
and jellyfish, the ocean is filled with many different
creatures. Join them on this imaginary undersea
journey as ocean mamas care for their babies, each in
their own special way! Because one thing is universal:
there’s no other love like that between mamas and
their little ones. With bright and beautiful watercolor
illustrations comes this tender and heartwarming
celebration of all the different mamas and babies you
can find, especially those that live under the sea.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for
more info.
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JANUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
10 x 10-1/2
$17.99

SOMEWHERE, RIGHT
NOW

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

by Kerry Docherty;
illustrated by Suzie Mason

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Debut author Kerry Docherty reminds us
that even when we are having a bad day,
just imagining that somewhere, right now,
something beautiful is happening can bring a
feeling of calm. When Alma is experiencing
the lows of unexpected disappointment,
her mom offers her the wise advice that she
might feel better if she closes her eyes and
pictures something beautiful. Inspired by
the current crisis, this book is a relevant but
timeless reminder that somewhere in the world
something beautiful is happening. Maybe it’s a
baby whale being born, or perhaps it’s the sun
coming out on a cloudy day.

Viking Books for Young Readers

Bright Group US Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Tugeau 2, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD FOR IF KISSES WERE
COLORS:
Hebrew - Agam
Japanese - BL Publishing
Korean - Little Land
Spanish - PRH Grupo Editorial
UK - Templar Publishing

MARCH 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–5
10 x 8-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Flamingo Books

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Bright Group US Inc.
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40 Pages
Ages 4–8
7 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THE BOX
TURTLE:

PICTURE BOOK TRANSLATION

FEBRUARY 2022

Chinese (Simplified) - CITIC
Korean - Kookminbooks
Spanish - Obelisco

IN OUR GARDEN

by Pat Zietlow Miller;
illustrated by Melissa Crowton
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Be Kind comes an uplifting classroom tale about
students who create a vegetable garden on their
school’s rooftop. Millie just moved to a new
city. More than anything she misses the garden
where her family used to grow food. Then one
day she has an idea—the school has a fine flat
roof, perfect for a garden. Soon her teacher and
classmates are on board, but it takes more than
ideas to build a garden. It takes supplies and
hard work; it takes a lot of learning; and it takes
a whole community coming together to help.
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MARCH 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–7
8 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Erin Murphy Literary Agency Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Catbird Productions, LLC

THE STACK

by Vanessa Roeder

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

From the creator of The Box Turtle comes a
clever and stunningly illustrated bedtime story
about doing (and building!) whatever it takes to
reach for the stars. Luna begins her stack with
a single chair. But it’s not tall enough. So she
adds a stool, then books, and before she knows
it, she’s thrown a pile of plates, a bathtub, and a
whale up there too. And yet the stack still isn’t
tall enough. Finally, after she flings and slings
bigger and wackier things into the stack, she
is able to reach into the sky for just what she
wants: a star of her own to use as a night-light!
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FEBRUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8 x 10-1/2
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Stimola Literary Studio, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Deborah Warren

RIGHTS SOLD FOR CAT MAN OF
ALEPPO:

Chinese (Complex) - Hsiao Lu
French - Le Genevrier
Japanese - Akane Shobo
Korean - BIR Publishing
Spanish Oceano de Mexico
Turkish - Kizilay Kültür Sanat ve
Turizm A.S
UK - OneWorld

RIGHTS SOLD FOR MEET MISS
FANCY:
Farsi - Porteghaal

SNAIL’S ARK

by Irene Latham;
illustrated by Mehrdokht Amini
In this gorgeously depicted and timeless story of
friendship and perseverance, two snails journey
to the ark. When Esther woke she knew
something curious was happening—a storm was
in the air. Not just any storm but the biggest
storm the world had ever seen. Esther makes
her way to the ark, encountering other animals
along the way. Joys, troubles, and journeys
are best shared, and so Esther finds her friend
Solomon and together—with the help of a small
miracle—they find a way to safety.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

12 DAYS OF KINDNESS
by Irene Latham;
illustrated by Junghwa Park

Inspired by “The Twelve Days of Christmas,” this
picture book illustrates the many different forms that
kindness can take, from veteran picture book author
Irene Latham. In simple but lyrical and cumulative
text, this book shares twelve acts of kindness to the
tune of “The Twelve Days of Christmas.” Exploring
how kindness can be practiced through simple acts at
any age. From thank you notes, to sharing snacks, to
a hug--everyone can practice kindness. With themes
of gratitude, friendship, sharing, and helping others,
this easy to say, or sing, story will become a favorite
kids of all ages will reach for again and again.

JUNE 2022
32 Pages
Ages 5–8
9-1/2 x 9-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young
Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Stimola Literary Studio, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Sean McCarthy Literary Agency
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YOU ARE MY FAVORITE
COLOR
by Gillian Sze;
illustrated by Nina Mata

A lyrical story of parental love that celebrates and takes
pride in the many shades of brown skin. Perfect for
fans of I Am Enough, Hey Black Child, Hair Love, and
Our Skin. Told through warm and vivid poetry, with
sweeping descriptions of what brown skin means—it
is the brawny bear whose paws know the ground of
its home, the sequoia tree that reaches up and touches
the sun, the glossy shell of roasted chestnuts—this is a
book that empowers as it embraces, and that reminds
young readers that they have shades of color that only
they can discover and express.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for
more info.
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JUNE 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
8-1/4 x 8-1/4
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Philomel Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Westwood Creative Artists

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The CAT Agency Inc

RIGHTS SOLD FOR MY LOVE FOR
YOU IS ALWAYS:
French - Scholastic Canada
Greek – BRAINFOOD
Hebrew - Tchelet
Turkish - OKUYAN US YAYINEVI

A FAMILY LOOKS LIKE
LOVE
by Kaitlyn Wells;
illustrated by Sawyer Cloud

A heartening picture book about a young
pup who looks different from her siblings and
ultimately learns that love, rather than how you
look, is what makes a family. Sutton Button has
always looked different from her family.
While her siblings had short, stout legs, Sutton’s
legs were long like noodles. And while her
siblings had scruffy, yellow fur, Sutton was a
tricolor puppy with soft fur. But when others
don’t believe that Sutton and her siblings are
actually related, Sutton starts to wonder if she
really belongs in her family at all--until she
realizes that her and her family are the same
in all the most important ways and that love,
rather than what you look like, is what makes
a family. With heartwarming text and adorable
illustrations, A Family Looks Like Love is a story
about the enduring power of love and teaches
readers that family comes in all shapes and sizes.

MAY 2022
40 Pages
Ages 4–8
8 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Flamingo Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Jane Startz Productions, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Advocate Art Inc.
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MAY 2022

40 Pages
Ages 4–8
9-1/2 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR WHAT KIND OF
CAR DOES A T. REX DRIVE?:
Thai - Nanmeebooks

MY HERO
by Brian Biggs

Awesome Girl heroically saves her daddy from
danger in this adorable and funny book, perfect
for Father’s Day and beyond. Quicker than
lightning, stronger than steel, disguised as an
ordinary kid, Awesome Girl is here to save the
day! That is, until her dad says it’s time to come
in for a bath. Abigail is tired of her dad not
believing in her true superhero powers . . . until
she finally gets the chance to show him what
she can do by saving him from the tentacles of a
supervillain.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

BABY SHOWER

by Lisa Wheeler;
illustrated by Charlie Adler
This playful celebration of babies (and of the
people waiting for them to arrive) is a preschool
read-aloud delight and a perfect gift for parentsto-be. With rollicking rhyme and scrumptious,
brimming pictures, this book is a joyous expression
of babyhood. Bouncing babies, crawling babies,
snuggling and babbling babies fill the bright and
adorable pages of this ode that’s sure to become a
storytime favorite.

AUGUST 2022
32 Pages
Ages 0–3
9-1/2 x 9-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Bright Group US Inc.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the cover for
more info.
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MAY 2022
40 Pages
Ages 4–8
8 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Sanford J. Greenburger Assoc. Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD THE BEAR IN MY
FAMILY:

Chinese (Simplified) - Ginkgo Book Co.
Korean - STunitas/Kidsschole

SUNDAY PANCAKES
by Maya Tatsukawa

This warm, feel-good tale of friends working
together to make delicious pancakes is the
ultimate comfort food from Geisel Honor
creator Maya Tatsukawa. It’s Sunday! And for
Cat that means . . . pancakes! But when Cat
realizes she’s out of eggs and milk, she knows
the best way to fix that is by inviting her friends
over. Luckily, Rabbit and Bear have it covered,
and these friends get to work baking stacks and
STACKS of pancakes! There may be a few spills
along the way, but pancakes don’t have to be
perfect to be wonderful. Included in the story
is a simple recipe so readers can enjoy making
pancakes of their own!
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

JUST TRY ONE BITE

by Adam Mansbach and Camila Alves
McConaughey;
illustrated by Mike Boldt
From the bestselling author of Go the * * * * to
Sleep and healthy eating advocate Camila Alves
McConaughey comes a whimsical role reversal
in which picky eater parents are confronted by
their three kids, with hilarious results. These
kids are determined to get their parents to put
down the ice cream, cake, and chicken fried
steak to just try one bite of healthy foods.
But it’s harder than it looks when these overthe-top gagging, picky parents refuse to give
things like broccoli and kale a chance. Kids will
love the opportunity to be way smarter—and
healthier—than their parents.

MARCH 2022

40 Pages
Ages 3–7
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
3 Arts Film & Television, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.
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TINY DINO

by Deborah J. Freedman

MAMA SHAMSI AT THE
BAZAAR
by Mojdeh Hassani and Samira Iravani;
illustrated by Maya Fidawi

It’s market day for Samira and her grandma! The
bazaar is crowded, but this sweet pair knows
how to stick together in this silly picture book
set in Iran. Samira loves spending time with her
grandmother, and she especially loves her chador,
which Mama Shamsi wears when they go out.
But Samira is worried about getting lost, until
she has an idea: She can hide under the chador.
But Mama Shamsi says no—if Samira hides
under there, they’ll look like a strange animal! In
imaginary spreads, the pair turn into a donkey,
a giraffe, a kangaroo—hiding isn’t working. But
maybe there’s another way for Samira to stay safe
in the crowded market.
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APRIL 2022
40 Pages
Ages 4–8
11 x 9
$17.99

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

Did you know dinosaurs still roam the earth? A small but mighty bird declares it is a
dinosaur! But no one believes that dinosaurs still exist. How can it be a dinosaur when it
is so little? Dinosaurs didn’t have feathers . . . or did they? This tiny dino is here to explain
to its animal friends that birds are, in fact, dinosaurs, and all creatures are connected to
one big animal family. With a playful ensemble of animal characters and dynamic bursts
of dialogue, celebrated author and illustrator Deborah Freedman has created a spirited and
informative picture book for dinosaur lovers of all ages.

APRIL 2022
40 Pages
Ages 4–8
10-1/2 x 8-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR CARL AND THE MEANING
OF LIFE:

Catalan - entreDos
Farsi - Porteghaal
Japanese - BL Shuppan
Korean - BIR Publishing
Spanish - entreDos
Turkish - Kuraldisi
Vietnamese - Huy Hoang Cultural Joint Stock

RIGHTS SOLD FOR SHY:

Catalan - Bruno
Chinese (Simplified) - Grand China Publishing
Spanish - Bruno
Turkish - Kuraldisi

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for
more info.
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32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8 x 9-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Nancy Paulsen Books

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Prospect Agency LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR SLEEPOVER
WITH BEATRICE & BEAR:

PICTURE BOOK TRANSLATION

FEBRUARY 2022

French - CIRCONFLEXE

RIGHTS SOLD FOR LITTLE DOG
LOST:

WAITING FOR MAMA

Japanese - Tokuma Shoten

by Gianna Marino

New York Times bestselling illustrator Gianna Marino reveals the enduring importance
of family in a picture book perfect for Mother’s Day and Father’s Day!
“When everyone is sleeping, all I can hear is Papa’s heart. Boom-Boom-Boom. My papa
loves me.”
It’s deep winter in the Antarctic and a little penguin baby waits in the cold and snow
for its mama to return from her long journey to find food. But all the while, the baby is
protected and kept warm by its papa, until Mama returns with food . . . and love.

MARCH 2022
40 Pages
Ages 3–7
11 x 9
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Deborah Warren

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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RIGHTS SOLD FOR NIGHT ANIMALS:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing Publishing Group
French (France) - Casterman
French (Canada) - Scholastic Canada
German - Ravensburger Verlag
Japanese - BL Shuppan
Korean - Hyeonamsa

RIGHTS SOLD FOR DON’T LET THEM
DISAPPEAR:

Chinese (Simplified) - Tianjin Tree Fish Culture
Dutch - Uitgeverij Leopold
Hebrew - Sigaliot
Korean - Prooni Books

THERE’S A LION IN THE
FOREST!

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the covers for more info.

by Mônica Carnesi

Everyone knows there are no lions in the forests
of South America . . . or are there? Toucan
heard it first. It was a deep, growly growl. And
that can mean only one thing: THERE’S A
LION IN THE FOREST! But how can that
be? Everyone knows that lions don’t live in
tropical forests. But the growls keep coming—
and now even Capybara and Coati are anxious,
especially when they get a glimpse through
the trees of a long, terrifying tail and a thick,
menacing mane . . . With a rhythmic text that
begs to be read aloud, Mônica Carnesi’s clever
tale illustrates the importance of not rushing to
conclusions.
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THE RAINBOW PARADE
by Emily Neilson

A MERMAID GIRL
by Sana Rafi;
illustrated by Olivia Aserr

A young girl celebrates the experience of
wearing a burkini for the first time in this lyrical
and heartwarming picture book that casts a fresh
light on timeless summer activities, and celebrates
cultural traditions and intergenerational bonds.
Heba is excited to wear her new burkini to the
pool for the first time and look like the other
mermaid girls in her family! But when she
arrives at the pool and her friends start asking
questions about her new special swimsuit, she
feels like she’s standing out too much. Suddenly
her burkini seems like a bad idea. Luckily Mama
helps Heba to find strength in the mermaid girls
who came before her.
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JUNE 2022
40 Pages
Ages 5–7
9 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
BookEnds, LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

A sweet and celebratory story of a girl’s first time
marching with her two moms at Pride. One day in
June, Emily takes the train into the city with her two
moms to attend the Rainbow Parade. She loves how
all the people marching are extra loud, extra proud,
and extra colorful. But when her mama suggests they
join the parade, Emily isn’t so sure she belongs in the
throng. This joyful and affirming picture book about
a family’s first Pride parade, reminds all readers that
sometimes pride takes practice and there’s no “one
way” to be a part of the LGBTQ+ community.

MAY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 2–5
11 x 8-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The CAT Agency Inc

RIGHTS SOLD FOR CAN I GIVE
YOU A SQUISH:
ANZ - Hardie Grant Books

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Click the covers for
more info.
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CATS CAN

by Roseanne Greenfield Thong;
illustrated by Ebony Glenn
A rollicking rhyme that celebrates the playful
and mischievous similarities between cats
and toddlers! Whether they’re stretching and
scheming, playing or dreaming, cats love to
make mischief, sneak snacks, and cuddle up in
a cozy spot, just like . . . kids! Cats Can proves
that kittens and kids are more alike than we
think. Roseanne Greenfield Thong’s rhyming
romp is perfectly matched by the vibrant,
energetic illustrations of Ebony Glenn in this
playful read-aloud.
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APRIL 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–7
10 x 8
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Bradford Literary Agency Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Bright Group US Inc.

PATIENCE, PATCHES!
by Christy Mihaly;
illustrated by Sheryl Murray

A sweet-new sibling story, perfect for gifting to
expecting parents, big siblings to-be, and dogloving families everywhere. Patches the puppy is
very good at waiting--or at least that’s what he
thinks. But his patience is put to the test when
his two moms arrive home with an unexpected
bundle. Is it a new toy? No! It’s a new baby.
Suddenly, everything Patches wants to do takes
a little bit longer. But patience, it turns out, is a
lesson worth learning.

APRIL 2022

32 Pages
Ages 2–5
8-1/2 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Erzsi Deak

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The CAT Agency Inc.
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SLOTH SLEEPS OVER
by Blythe Russo

Sleepovers aren’t for sleeping? From debut
author-illustrator Blythe Russo comes a
delightful and heartwarming friendship story
that is also perfect for bedtime. Sloth is invited
to her first sleepover at her best friend Paloma’s
house and even though she doesn’t quite know
what to expect, she’s very confident in her sleep
skills. She’s an expert when it comes to napping,
so she’s ready to excel at sleepovers too. But
when she arrives, she finds out that Paloma
wants to stay up all night! Will Sloth be able to
keep her eyes open or is their friendship in for a
rude awakening?
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APRIL 2022
40 Pages
Ages 3–5
8-1/2 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Root Literary LLC

ON A RAINY DAY
by Sarah LuAnn Perkins

A sweet story of a father and daughter’s cozy
day together as they wait for a storm to pass.
When rain interrupts their outdoor play, a girl
and her father retreat indoors to wait out the
storm. As lightning cracks and thunder booms,
they each have their own ideas of things they
can do together on a rainy day. Told through
spare text and bold sound effects, Sarah
LuAnn Perkins’ unique linocut-like textured
illustrations create a fun read-aloud experience
for both reader and listener.

MARCH 2022
32 Pages
Ages 3–7
8 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Martin Literary Management LLC
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AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8 x 10-1/2
$17.99

Penguin Workshop

Nancy Paulsen Books

one30one Agency LLC

by Jonathan Fenske

Book-It Bunny is back for another reading race!
Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor-winning author
and illustrator Jonathan Fenske’s appealing
illustration style and clever, easy-to-read text
make this hilarious book a must-have for every
young reader’s shelf. The speedy Book-It Bunny
is challenging you to a reading race. And with
her brand-new super shoes, she’s convinced she
will win. Can you pick up the pace and avoid
her tricks along the way? Find out in this silly
story perfect for emerging readers.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

ICE CREAM FACE

by Heidi Woodward Sheffield

PICTURE BOOK TRANSLATION

JUNE 2022

32 Pages
Ages 5–7
6-1/2 x 9
$9.99

I WILL NOT LOSE IN
SUPER SHOES!
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MAY 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

The Ezra Jack Keats Award–winning creator of
Brick by Brick brings to delicious life the anxiety
and elation involved in waiting in line to get
ice cream. As far as this ice-cream-loving kid
is concerned, every meal should include ice
cream. In any form, in every flavor, he loves
it all. But what he doesn’t love is seeing other
people with ice cream . . . while he’s still
waiting in line for his. That’s when he can get
his mad, “no-ice-cream-yet, waiting-in-a-longline face”--until he finally gets his cone, and his
mad face melts into something sweet.
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WITH LOTS OF LOVE

by Jenny Torres Sanchez;
illustrated by André Ceolin

A beautiful, lyrical story about a girl who
moves from her home in Central America to
the United States, and everything she leaves
behind and longs for—especially her Abuela—
as she makes a new life. Rocio has grown up in
Central America, but now she and her family
are moving to the United States. Rocio does
her best to adjust, but there are many things
she misses from her old life—Abuela’s cooking,
pinata creations, warm hugs, and of course,
Abuela herself most of all. But Abuela finds a
way to send Rocio something special just in
time for her birthday.
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FEBRUARY 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
8 x 10
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Levine Greenberg Lit. Agency, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
MB Artists Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD:

Spanish (North America) - PRH

COUNTING TO
BANANAS

by Carrie Tillotson;
illustrated by Estrela Lourenço
A hilarious, mostly-rhyming picture book about
a banana and narrator who can’t quite agree
on what their book is about. When a narrator
starts filling this story with fruit, Banana can’t
wait to step into the spotlight. The book is
called Counting to Bananas, after all. But as more
and more fruits are added to the story, Banana
objects. When will it be time for bananas?!
With laugh-out-loud text from debut author
Carrie Tillotson this is the story of a banana and
narrator who have very strong opinions about
what should (and should not!) be in this book.

APRIL 2022
32 Pages
Ages 4–8
10 x 9
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Flamingo Books

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
BookEnds, LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
BookEnds, LLC
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JANUARY 2022

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

ART: AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

TEXT: UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

32 Pages
Ages 3–5
8-1/2 x 9-1/2
$17.99

32 Pages
Ages 5–8
9 x 10-1/2
$18.99

Nancy Paulsen Books

Nancy Paulsen Books

Writers House LLC

William Morris Endeavor

RIGHTS SOLD FOR BUNNY ROO I
LOVE YOU:

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

Chinese (Simplified) - ThinKingdom
Chinese (Complex) - Babel Publishing
French - CIRCONFLEXE
Korean - SangSangBox
Portuguese (Brazil) - Bom de Ler

Full Circle Literary, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR THE DAY YOU
BEGIN:

Chinese (Simplified) - Beijing Everafter
Culture
Chinese (Complex) - Taiwan Mac
Dutch - Baeckens Books
French - Scholastic Canada
German - Mentor Verlag
Italian - Adriano Salani
Japanese - Chubunsha
Korean - KZIM Education Group
Portuguese (Brazil) - Morro Branco
Spanish (North America) - PRH
Swedish - Natur & Kultur

RIGHTS SOLD FOR BUNNY ROO
AND DUCKLING TOO:

Chinese (Complex) - Babel Publishing

WILD HORSES
by Melissa Marr

Gorgeous photographs and an evocative text
sing the praises of a real-life herd of wild horses
running free in Arizona, in this ode to the
beauty of these glorious creatures. In beautiful
poetry and vivid photographs, Melissa Marr
shares her feelings of awe while watching a reallife herd of majestic wild horses. When they
appear, the wind itself seems to stand still. They
are grand in their movements as they do all the
things horses do--splash through rivers, care for
young, stomp and whinny. It is clear they are
not tame, and this is part of their beauty and
power. How lucky are we to be able to witness
their strength and speed and magnificence!
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JUNE 2022

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

THE YEAR WE LEARNED
TO FLY

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

by Jacqueline Woodson;
illustrated by Rafael López

Jacqueline Woodson and Rafael López’s highly
anticipated companion to their #1 New York Times
bestseller The Day YouBegin illuminates the power in
each of us to face challenges with confidence. On a
dreary day, siblings heed their grandmother’s advice:
“Use those beautiful and brilliant minds of yours.”
And before they know it, their imaginations lift them
up and out of their boredom. Then, on a day full
of quarrels, it’s time for a trip outside their minds
again, and they are able to leave their anger behind.
Jacqueline Woodson’s lyrical text and Rafael Lopez’s
dazzling art celebrate the extraordinary ability to lift
ourselves up and imagine a better world.
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THE 1619 PROJECT: BORN
ON THE WATER

by Nikole Hannah-Jones and Renée Watson;
illustrated by Nikkolas Smith
The 1619 Project’s lyrical picture book in verse
chronicles the consequences of slavery and the
history of Black resistance in the United States,
thoughtfully rendered by Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones and Newbery
honor-winning author Renée Watson. A young
student receives a family tree assignment in school,
but she can only trace back three generations.
Grandma gathers the family, and the student learns
that 400 years ago, in 1619, their ancestors were
stolen and brought to America by white slave
traders. But before that, they had a home, a land,
a language. She learns how the people said to be
born on the water survived.
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NOVEMBER 2021
48 Pages
Ages 7–10
9x9
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Kokila

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
The Gernert Company and Stimola
Literary Studio, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Nikkolas Smith Inc.

LISTEN

by Shannon Stocker;
illustrated by Devon Holzwarth

A gorgeous and empowering picture book
biography about Evelyn Glennie, a deaf woman,
who became the first full-time solo percussionist
in the world. From the moment Evelyn heard
her first note, music held her heart. She could
play the piano at eight, the clarinet by ten. But
soon the nerves in her ears began to degenerate,
and Evelyn was told that she could never be a
musician. What sounds Evelyn couldn’t hear
with her ears, though, she could feel, and the
music she created as a result was extraordinary.
All she had to do was listen in a way that others
didn’t. And soon, the world was listening too.

APRIL 2022

40 Pages
Ages 4–8
9 x 10-1/2
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Stimola Literary Studio, Inc.

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Tugeau 2, Inc.

RIGHTS SOLD:

UK - Penguin UK
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48 Pages
Ages 3–5
8-1/2 x 11
$18.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Rise x Penguin Workshop

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

PICTURE BOOK NONFICTION

NOVEMBER 2021

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

HOW YOU CAME TO BE
by Carole Gerber;
illustrated by Sawsan Chalabi

This love letter written from mother to child
invites readers to experience a baby’s month-bymonth development in the womb as compared to
familiar fruits and vegetables. A mother lovingly
describes the sizes and stages of her baby’s
month-by-month development inside the womb,
and the amazement of experiencing it from the
outside. Simple, age-appropriate facts are woven
into a tender and lyrical text that celebrates the
miracle of a baby. It demystifies and informs
readers, while simultaneously appreciating the
wonder of it all. A perfect read-aloud for mother
and child, or for children whose mothers are
pregnant with a younger sibling.
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APRIL 2022
32 Pages
Ages 2–4
10 x 11
$17.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Rise x Penguin Workshop

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Eden Street LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Marlena Agency, Inc.

SOLITARY ANIMALS

by Joshua David Stein;
illustrated by Dominique Ramsey

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

Celebrate the beauty and strength of solitude
with this poetic observation of the animal
kingdom and those who move through it on
their very own. This lyrical, nonfiction text
honors animals who live in solitude. Against a
backdrop of the specific names of animal groups
(a paradeofelephants,atower of giraffes), Stein
shines a spotlight on those animals who go
through life on their own. Perfect for children
who tend to be alone, and their parents...as
well as all children, who will be encouraged to
respect the “natural” choices of their peers.
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PICTURE BOOK WORLD ENGLISH

Book 3 of 3
32 Pages
Ages 0–2
7 1/2 x 7 1/2
$7.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

BOARD BOOK TRANSLATION

JUNE 2022

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
BookEnds, LLC

KAPAEMAHU

by Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu, Dean Hamer,
and Joe Wilson;
illustrated by Daniel Sousa
An Indigenous legend about how four extraordinary
individuals of dual male and female spirit, or Mahu,
brought healing arts from Tahiti to Hawaii, based
on the Oscar Award-contending short film. In the
15th Century, four Mahu sail from Tahiti to Hawaii
and share their gifts of science and healing with the
people of Waikiki. The islanders return this gift
with a monument in their honor. As time passes,
foreigners inhabit the island and the once sacred
stones are forgotten until the 1960s. Though the
true story of these stones was not fully recovered, the
power of the Mahu still calls out to those who pass
by them at Waikiki Beach today.
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JUNE 2022

40 Pages
Ages 4–8
9x9
$17.99

AUDIO, & UK RIGHTS:
Kokila

TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Sanford J. Greenburger Assoc. Inc.

SOCCER BABY

by Diane Adams;
illustrated by Charlene Chua

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Click the cover for more info.

The youngest of readers and the sports-loving
grown-ups in their lives can now enjoy the world’s
most popular sports—soccer—before going to bed
a winner. After putting on their gear and warming
up, the Dolphins are ready for kick off! When the
opposing team scores in the first half, a young girl
and her teammates take an orange-slice break before
getting back out there. This young girl scores the
tying goal in the second half just before the final
whistle and goes to sleep a winner.
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Now a Netflix Original series, with over 30 million copies in print,
Anna Dewdney’s New York Times bestselling Llama Llama books have provided
hours of comfort and fun-to-read-aloud rhyme.

LLAMA LLAMA TIME TO PLAY

LLAMA LLAMA COLORS

by Anna Dewdney; illustrated by JT Morrow

by Anna Dewdney; illustrated by JT Morrow

8 Pages l Ages 2–4 l 6-1/2 x 6-1/2 l $12.99

16 Pages l Ages 0–3 l 7 x 7 l $6.99

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:

JANUARY 2022

Grosset & Dunlap

OCTOBER 2021

Viking Books for Young Readers

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Illustration Online LLC

LLAMA LLAMA NUMBERS

by Anna Dewdney; illustrated by JT Morrow

OCTOBER 2021

16 Pages l Ages 0–3 l 7 x 7 l $6.99
AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL &
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Illustration Online LLC

ADURABLE: LITTLE PUPS
IN BIG TRUCKS

JUNE 2022

Introducing an irresistible new board book
series filled with cute pups, big construction
trucks, and laugh-out-loud humor! It’s the first
day of puppy school and Dig Doug, Puddles,
and Cheddar can’t wait to start digging,
building, and loading in their trucks. But when
their teacher gets stuck under some rocks,
they’ll have to come together and use teamwork
to get her free! Beloved children’s book author
Bob Shea and illustrator Brian Won have
created an endearing new board book series
with the cutest construction workers around.

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:

by Bob Shea;
illustrated by Brian Won

Book 1 of 3
32 Pages
Ages 0–3
7x7
$7.99

Dial Books for Young Readers

TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Writers House LLC

ART: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:
Rubin Pfeffer Content, LLC

RIGHTS SOLD FOR PREVIOUS TITLES:
Please see extended list in the back
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by Chloe Goodhart;
illustrated by Gareth Lucas

Introducing a new board book
series, filled with fun facts, that
invites young readers into the
exciting world of bird-watching.
From the purple finch to the Indigo
bunting, kids will explore some of
the most popular migrating birds
nature has to offer while learning
their unique colors, too! The
whole family can bring these books
outdoors and bird together!
JUNE 2022 l Book 1 of 2 l 20 Pages l Ages 0–3 l 7 x 8 l $9.99
AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Penguin Workshop

BIRDING
FOR BABIES:
BACKYARD BIRDS
by Chloe Goodhart;
illustrated by Gareth Lucas

From two red-bellied woodpeckers
to eight northern mockingbirds,
kids will explore some of the most
popular backyard birds nature
has to offer while learning their
numbers, too! The whole family
can bring these books outdoors
and bird together!
JUNE 2022 l Book 2 of 2 l 20 Pages l Ages 0–3 l 7 x 8 l $9.99
AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION, COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Penguin Workshop

THIS IS MUSIC:
DRUMS

by Rekha Rajan;
illustrated by Tania Yakunova
Make music with this hands-on
introduction to the four instrument
families: drums, horns, strings,
and voice in this new board book
series by a world-renown music
educator. What do a set of bongos,
a tambourine, and a cooking pot
have in common? They are all
drums! This first introduction to
instruments brings young readers
on a global exploration of a variety
of percussive instruments.

BOARD BOOK TRANSLATION

BIRDING
FOR BABIES:
MIGRATING BIRDS

AUGUST 2022 l Book 1 of 2 l 26 Pages l Ages 1–3 l 6-3/4 x 6-3/4 l $8.99
AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION RIGHTS: Rise x Penguin Workshop
TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Full Circle Literary, LLC

THIS IS MUSIC:
HORNS

by Rekha Rajan;
illustrated by Tania Yakunova
What do a trombone, a vuvuzela,
and a car honk have in common?
They are all horns! This first
introduction to instruments
invites young readers on a global
exploration of a variety of brass
and wind instruments and are
encouraged to find horns of their
own in the world around them.

AUGUST 2022 l Book 2 of 2 l 26 Pages l Ages 1–3 l 6-3/4 x 6-3/4 l $8.99
AUDIO, UK, & TRANSLATION RIGHTS: Rise x Penguin Workshop
TEXT: COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC RIGHTS: Full Circle Literary, LLC
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MAD LIBS®
With over 70 titles available, 125 million copies in print,
and an app that has been downloaded over 13.5 million times, Mad Libs truly is the
world’s greatest word game!

PETS-A-PALOOZA MAD LIBS

JANUARY 2022 l 48 Pages l Ages 8–12 l 5-1/4 x 8-3/8 l $4.99

BOOP THE SNOOT
by Ashlyn Anstee

Irresistible fun for the littlest readers, who will
love getting to boop each snoot! How many of
these snoots could a baby boop? Adorable art paired
with fun-to-read text shows tots all of the ways
they can boop a snoot—as in: poke cute animal
noses! They can boop one snoot or two snoots,
slow snoots and fast snoots. This interactive
board book begs to be poked and prodded as
toddlers learn to boop the snoot! From the
author-illustrator of the Shelby & Watts chapter
book series, Ashlyn Anstee, comes the cutest
new board book that will have kids and their
guardians bowled over with giggles.

EID AL-FITR MAD LIBS

JULY 2022
16 Pages
Ages 0–3
7x7
$7.99

MARCH 2022 l 48 Pages l Ages 8–12 l 5-1/4 x 8-3/8 l $4.99

AFTER SCHOOL MAD LIBS

JUNE 2022 l 48 Pages l Ages 8–12 l 5-1/4 x 8-3/8 l $4.99

AUDIO, UK & TRANSLATION
RIGHTS:
Viking Books for Young Readers

COMMERCIAL & DRAMATIC
RIGHTS:

MAD LIBS WORKBOOK: SUMMER ACTIVITIES
MAY 2022 l 96 Pages l Ages 6–7 l 8 ½ x 11 l $8.99

Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc.

AUDIO, UK, TRANSLATION,
COMMERCIAL, & DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
Mad Libs
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Thank you!

